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of the woollen manufacturers, had the curious result (in so
far as it was responsible for the deterioration of the fleece)
of compelling them to consume more imported wool; while
their dependence on Spain deprived them of their former
monopoly and placed them on the same footing as their
competitors abroad. In another direction the woollen
manufacturers experienced afresh the unforeseen reactions
of a system of protection when they secured the exclusion
of Indian textiles from the home market, which they treated
as their natural preserve. Indian fabrics were shipped
instead to the West Indies where they competed with
English woollen goods : at the same time their replacement
in the home market by printed fustians made of linen and
cotton stimulated the rise of the cotton industry, the
most formidable rival of the woollen industry. Thus the
premier manufacture of the country appeared to gain small
advantage from a protectionist policy which curtailed its
markets abroad and nourished an upstart at home.
Every social and political system contains within it the canons of
seeds of its own decay, and once it is in process of disinte- v***5™-
gration the antiquated vestiges of a worn-out regime readily
evoke adverse comments. Part of the criticism directed
against the Mercantile System is based upon a distorted
interpretation of its aims. Part reflects the inability to
grasp the fact that a nation is a living organism whose
growth is determined by historical conditions which the
rulers of a community must take into account in their
conduct of public affairs. In every phase of economic
development the new is interwoven with the old; and the
trend of statecraft necessarily depends upon the degree to
which traditional influences still retain their potency. Only
as the new asserts itself at the expense of the old does a
marked modification in statecraft become feasible. This
warns us against the facile assumption that the change of
outlook corresponding to the stage of evolution reached in
the nineteenth century was practicable in earlier stages.
To measure the activities of the past by the standards of
the present or by the abstractions of economic science,
regardless of their essential limitations, is to import modern

